Appendix A: School Operating Status and Instructional Mode Data Template
Table 1
In the most recent time period available, how many schools in your State offered each mode of instruction
or learning model described below? Each row should account for all schools in your State, so that, for
each row, the sum of the numbers in the “offered to all students,” “offered to some students,” and “not
offered” columns is equal to the number in the “all schools” column.
Number of
schools

All schools

Offered to all
students

Offered to some
students

Not offered

Distance
Learning: Remote
or online only

246

35

94

117

Hybrid: School
buildings open
with both
remote/online
and in-person
instruction
(hybrid)

246

117

94

35

0

7

239

In-person: School 246
buildings open
with full-time inperson instruction

Data
Elements
Definitions

Learning Environment Type:
 Distance Learning: Students are classified as distance learning if all of their
instructional days in the month of April were remote
 Hybrid: Students are classified as hybrid if they have both in-person and
distance learning days in the month of April
 In-person: Students are classified as in-person if all of their instructional days
in the month of April were in-person at school
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Data Notes




Learning environments are based on students' attendance status codes that
indicate whether a student is present or absent in a distance learning or inperson learning environment.
Students who only have attendance codes that cannot be mapped to inperson or distance learning are classified as hybrid: AOS (Absent Out-ofschool Suspension), NA (Not Available), NS (Not Submitted), UNK (Unknown).
Schools were classified as offering all, some, or none of their students
distance, hybrid, or in-person by each learning environment type.
Learning environments reflect data from the month of April only.
Data is provided for all schools in the state.
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